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Agenda
• Out-of-court restructuring
• Schemes of arrangement, domestic administration, and
examinership
• U.S. Chapter 11
• U.S. Chapter 15
• Audience Q&A
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Out-of-court restructuring
Mehtap Cevher Conti, Partner, Hogan Lovells

Airlines react to Covid-19
• Initial reactions to the crisis
– Preserving liquidity
– Cost cutting
– Rent deferrals
– Sale and leasebacks
– State aid

• As the crisis prolonged
– Raising more capital
– Equity
– Debt
– Deeper cost cutting
– Negotiation of delivery
slots/PDPs
– PBH arrangements/repricing
– Debt-for-equity swaps
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Pros and cons of out-of-court process
• Challenges of not having court supervision
• No stay
• No cram down
• “Cost” of formal proceedings
• Significance of transaction type
• Limited scope
• Why would creditors go along with an out-of-court restructuring?
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Schemes of arrangement, domestic
administration, and examinership
Joe Bannister, Partner, Hogan Lovells

Old world, new tools?
• Regulatory context is key – in EU, Regulation 1008 of 2008 applies –
“competent licensing authorities” grant AOCs – in UK, Civil Aviation
Authority (“CAA”)
• Focus is on an operator’s financial viability over a 12 month period and on
consumer protection.
• CAA’s invariable practice is to terminate operating licenses on these
grounds – contrast for example Alitalia continuing to operate throughout
its financial difficulties.
• Successful rescues – e.g. Virgin Atlantic and in Australia Virgin Australia
have therefore been carried out through restructuring plans. The cases of
Virgin Atlantic in the UK and Virgin Australia in Australia illustrate this.
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Virgin Atlantic: the new restructuring plan
• A Companies Act process is not an insolvency procedure. Based upon the English
scheme of arrangement and permits cross class cram down.
• Applies to a company that has encountered or is likely to encounter financial
difficulties that are affecting or will or may affect its ability to carry on business as a
going concern. The plan must “eliminate, reduce, prevent or mitigate” those financial
difficulties.
• Two court hearings, one to call meetings of the classes of shareholder or creditor to
whom the plan applies and the second to approve (sanction) the plan.
• Statutory majority: 75% or more of each class of creditors (in value) or members must
approve the plan.
• Cram down possible where none of the members of a dissenting class would be any
worse off than they would be under the “relevant alternative” AND at least one class
who “would receive a payment or have a genuine economic interest” has voted in favor.
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The Virgin restructuring plan
• The first restructuring plan – proposed in response to the liquidity crisis
suffered by Virgin following the COVID-19 crisis.
• Four classes of creditor – RCF lenders, lessors of aircraft under English
operating leases, connected party creditors, and unsecured creditors.
• No meaningful guidance on cramdown as all four groups of creditors
approved the plan.
– However, the court stressed the importance of adequate notice of and participation in the
voting process.
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The Irish solution: examinership
• The Irish gateway to a restructuring plan – but it is an insolvency
procedure.
• Management continue to run the business, but an insolvency practitioner
(“examiner”) formulates a scheme of arrangement. Maximum 150 day
duration.
• Examiner will formulate a scheme of arrangement and provided one class
of creditor approves the scheme, other classes can be crammed down so
long as the proposed plan is are “equitable”.
• Majority for approval is a simple majority in number representing a
simple majority in value of the claims represented at the meeting.
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Virgin Australia: Australian voluntary administration
• Objective: to maximise the prospects of a company or as much of its
business continuing in existence or providing better return to creditors.
Statutory moratorium during the administration process.
• Administrator controls the process – not debtor in possession.
• 4th September 2020: deed of company arrangement approved under
which Bain Capital took control of the business and assets of Virgin
Australia.
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U.S. Chapter 11
Advantages, consequences, and
considerations
Rick Wynne, Partner, Hogan Lovells

Airlines and Chapter 11
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Chapter 11 restructuring
• Court-supervised, management-led
• Goal: restructure to maintain company as a successful going concern
• Management usually remains in control – trustee only appointed in cases
of gross mismanagement and fraud
• Available venue to non-U.S. companies even with minimal assets in
the U.S.
• Not all related companies need to file bankruptcy
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Chapter 11 restructuring (cont.)
• Continue normal operations
• Agreements integral to operations remain in effect
• Debtors obtain significant new rights and powers including:
• Obtaining new senior priority financing
• Protection from Creditor collection and litigation actions
• Single legal forum for all disputes
• Assume or reject executory contracts and leases
• Reduce/restructure debts
• Asset sales free of creditor claims
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Advantages to Chapter 11
• “Automatic stay” of actions by creditors to recover on a debt or claim
• “Invalidates” provisions of contracts that provide that filing for
bankruptcy is a default
• Automatic stay applies globally
• Does not stop governmental, regulatory or police power actions or
enforcement proceedings
• The bankruptcy court has jurisdiction over all property of the debtor,
including causes of action
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Advantages to Chapter 11 (cont.)
• “DIP Financing”
• DIP Lenders usually afforded significant rights and protections
– e.g. “priming lien” or “super-priority” status, credit bid rights enhanced/protected

• Debtors can renegotiate/reject all material, unexpired contracts and
leases
• Resolve/eliminate contingent liabilities
• Enhance and improve employee incentive/retention plans
• Debt reduction – full or partial, consensual and non-consensual
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Main restructuring options
Airlines need to consider which of two options is better/achievable
1. Reorganization plan:
– Company has liquidity to emerge from bankruptcy, it can propose a
reorganization plan to restructure entire corporate debt and capital structure
with new equity going to new owners
– Company can keep desirable parts of the business and leave behind the
remaining pieces, if plan approved by the court and its creditors
– Absolute priority rule: all creditors paid in full (unless otherwise agreed) before
equity holders can retain interests in the reorganized entity
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Main restructuring options (cont.)
2. 363 Sale:
– The company could sell assets in a public sale free and clear of any liens,
claims, or encumbrances
– Company runs the sales process and holds a public auction for its assets, and
then selects a winning bid (usually a 60-day process depending on company’s
liquidity)
– Unlike a reorganization plan, a sale is based on the “business judgment” of a
company’s management, and will only require approval by the court (no vote
by creditors or shareholders)
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Special aircraft lease and operating issues
• Section 1110 of the Bankruptcy Code – U.S. AOC debtor 60 day
requirement to retain protection of the automatic stay
• For foreign airlines without a U.S. AOC, Section 1110 is inapplicable –
automatic stay remains in place
• Cape Town Convention has similar protections as Section 1110, but U.S.
has not adopted its airline insolvency provisions
• A bankruptcy court nevertheless may allow remedies in accordance with
the Convention under doctrine of international comity or otherwise
• Foreign airlines should be prepared to determine their position on
aircraft and equipment leases within 60 days of the bankruptcy filing.
– Consider seeking bankruptcy court-approved procedures similar to Chapter 11 cases for
airlines with U.S. AOCs
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Special airline regulatory issues
• A U.S. Chapter 11 filing will not automatically stay non-U.S. aviation
regulatory authorities from revoking or suspending the AOCs of foreign
air carrier entities
– Consult local counsel about how Chapter 11 affects AOC’s in their jurisdictions
– As part of filing preparations, consult regulators in each jurisdiction as part of filing
preparation – seek agreements to continue operations

• Significant precedent for continuing all flight operations during Chapter
11 includes United, American, Continental, and Air Canada (simultaneous
Chapter 11 and Canadian CCAA insolvency proceeding)
• FAA regulations: foreign carriers that stop U.S. operations must
surrender their FAA Part 129 operations specifications within 30 days
– However, due to COVID-19 the FAA has waived the 80% “use it or lose it” requirement
for certain aircraft slots
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Ch. 11 timeline: Traditional vs. Prearranged vs. Prepackaged
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U.S. Chapter 15
Ron Silverman, Partner, Hogan Lovells

Chapter 15

NO WAY we are going to do Chapter 11!
• Our home country restructuring law is fine; I just
need a little help in the U.S.
• What options do we have?
Chapter 15 is an ancillary proceeding designed to
assist primary foreign restructuring proceedings
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Chapter 15 (cont’d)
What relief can Chapter 15 provide?
• Stay of creditor remedies
• Discovery/Information gathering
• Discretionary relief can provide for asset realization in the U.S. and
transfers of assets to foreign proceeding
• Discretionary relief can provide for certain Chapter 11 benefits
• Permanent enforcement of the foreign plan or scheme in the U.S. and
more.
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Chapter 15 (cont’d)

Chapter 15 standards and limitations
• Chapter 15 designed to be simple and efficient and certain relief is
automatic
• Foreign main proceeding vs. foreign non-main proceeding affects how
relief is granted
• Covers assets in the U.S.
• Creditors entitled to protection from prejudice in context of Chapter 15
discretionary relief
• Public policy exceptions
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Audience Q&A
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